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Abstract: Although post-functionalization is extensively used to introduce diverse functional groups into supramolecular polymers (SPs) in solution, post-functionalization of SPs on surfaces still remains unexplored. Here we achieved the on-surface post-functionalization of two SPs derived from 5,10,15-tri-(4-pyridyl)-20-bromophenyl porphyrin (Br-TPyP) via cross-coupling reactions on Au(111). The ladder-shaped, Cu-coordinated SPs preformed from Br-TPyP were functionalized through Heck reaction with 4-vinyl-1,1′-biphenyl. In the absence of Cu, Br-TPyP formed chiral SPs as two enantiomers via self-assembly, which were functionalized via divergent cross-coupling reaction with 4-isocyano-1,1′-biphenyl (ICBP). Surprisingly, this reaction was discovered as an enantioselective on-surface reaction induced by the chirality of SPs. Mechanistic analysis and DFT calculations indicated that after debromination of Br-TPyP and the first addition of ICBP, only one attack direction of ICBP to the chiral SP intermediate is permissive in the second addition step due to the steric hindrance, which guaranteed the high enantioselectivity of the reaction.

Introduction

Supramolecular polymers (SPs) are polymeric chains held together by reversible, highly directional non-covalent interactions such as hydrogen bonds and coordination bonds.[1] SPs exhibit traditional characteristics of polymers as well as unique properties such as sensitive response to stimuli, self-repair capacity, and adaptation to the microenvironment.[2] Indeed, functionalized SPs offer mechanical, biological, optical and electronic properties that have driven innovation in various areas.[3] SP monomers can be functionalized before their self-assembly into polymers (pre-functionalization) or afterward (post-functionalization). Pre-functionalization has been used to construct diverse supramolecular architectures as the bottom-up protocol, although every SP needs a specific monomer.[4,8] Through post-functionalization,[4,6] one monomer forms a SP as the backbone, which can be functionalized to afford diverse SPs. Since post-functionalization can easily achieve diverse SPs, it has been extensively used in the labeling of biomolecules[5] such as DNAs[5b] and proteins,[5c] as well as in the modification of other supramolecular structures.[5d] However, these efforts have traditionally been carried out in solution.

In recent years, SPs on surfaces have attracted substantial interest,[7] because the chemical and electronic structures can be resolved at atomic precision using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), providing critical insights into properties and functions of SPs. Pre-functionalization of SPs has been extensively used to prepare one-dimensional SPs on surfaces with superb structural, chemical, and functional tunability. This pre-functionalization involves varying the functional groups on precursors (e.g. carboxylic acid, pyridyl, cyano and hydroxyl end groups) or their geometries (e.g. linear rod-like, tripod star-like, kinked and bent).[8] However, on-surface pre-functionalization is incompatible with precursors that contain highly reactive functional groups, such as alkenyl and isocyano groups, because they do not withstand the annealing process of evaporation onto a substrate.

An alternative is on-surface post-functionalization, but this has not yet been used due to lack of suitable on-surface reactions. Taking advantage of our recent development of Heck cross-coupling and divergent cross-coupling reactions on surfaces,[9,10] we here report the on-surface post-functionalization of metal-coordinated SPs and self-assembled SPs, both deriving from the same precursor 5,10,15-tri-(4-pyridyl)-20-bromophenyl porphyrin (Br-TPyP). The metal-coordinated SPs were readily decorated at both edges through Heck reaction with 4-vinyl-1,1′-biphenyl (VBP) to afford functionalized metal-coordinated SPs (Figure 1a). However, the metal-coordinated SPs could not undergo divergent cross-coupling with 4-isocyano-1,1′-biphenyl (ICBP). The SPs decomposed because the coordination of the isocyano group with Cu was stronger than that of the pyridyl group with Cu. In the absence of Cu, the precursor Br-TPyP self-assembled into SPs possessing planar chirality, which induced divergent cross-coupling as an enantioselective reaction to afford homochiral functional units (Figure 1b).

Results and Discussion

Porphyrin frameworks offer a wide spectrum of physico-chemical and photoelectric properties with diverse applications,[11] which make ideal platforms for constructing versatile supramolecular multiporphyrin architectures.[12] To develop on-surface post-functionalization, we selected Br-TPyP as the precursor. In Br-TPyP, three pyridyl groups can direct the
formation of SPs through non-covalent interactions, and the single bromobenzene group can participate in on-surface cross-coupling after SP formation.\[9,10\] In addition, the porphyrin backbone of the SPs can promote and maintain adsorption onto the surface, preventing dispersion during post-functionalization.\[13\]

First, we tried to post-functionalize metal-coordinated SPs by conducting an on-surface Heck reaction with VBP (Figure 1a). A submonolayer of Br-TPyP molecules and Cu atoms (\(\approx 0.1\) ML) were successively deposited onto a pristine surface of Au(111) held at room temperature. After annealing at 353 K for 15 min, the sample was cooled to 120 K and analyzed by STM, which revealed the desired ladder-shaped SPs, arising from the coordination of pyridyl groups in Br-TPyP with Cu (Figure 2a). The ladders aligned \(\approx \pm 8^\circ\) from \([110]\) or equivalent orientation on Au(111).\[8k\] The bromide moieties of the Br-TPyP were intact and exposed on both sides of the metal-coordinated SPs (Figure 2d), consistent with previous reports.\[8k\]

Next, excess VBP molecules followed by \(\approx 0.1\) monolayer Pd atoms were dosed onto the surface of the Au(111) sample. Annealing to 425 K induced Heck reaction of bromides and alkene molecules to form functionalized SPs. Large-scale STM images (Figure 2b) revealed that the functionalized SPs maintained an intact ladder-shaped structure, which predominantly aligned \(\approx \pm 8^\circ\) from \([110]\) or equivalent orientation, consistent with the alignment of the metal-coordinated SPs before functionalization. Most bromide moieties along the two edges of the ladder were occupied with rod-like structures (blue and pink dotted frames in Figure 2b), originating from alkene precursors. The porphyrin backbone was studded with rod-like structures extending outward perpendicularly (Figure 2e), which were generated through \(\text{trans}-\text{Heck}\) reaction. Rod-like structures parallel to the backbone were attributed
Moreover, statistical analysis showed that the abundance of post-functionalized products via the Heck reaction with VBP was up to 72% (Figure 2c), indicating that the metal-coordinated SPs could be efficiently post-functionalized by on-surface Heck reaction.

To introduce different functional groups into SPs, we attempted to functionalize the metal-coordinated SPs with ICBP, in the hope of achieving on-surface divergent cross-coupling. After preparing the metal-coordinated SPs on the Au(111) surface, excess molecules of ICBP followed by 0.1 monolayer Pd atoms were dosed onto the surface at room temperature, and the sample was annealed at 425 K for 30 min. Surprisingly, the metal-coordinated SPs completely decomposed (Figure 3a), resulting in numerous discrete oligomers with a bright core surrounded by multiple rod-like branches. The bright cores consisted of one or several saddle-shaped structures, which can be attributed to self-assembly of porphyrins from Br-TPyP via hydrogen bonding or van der Waals interactions. STM images of representative oligomers showed that the branches included V-shaped structures attached to the porphyrin (white dotted circles in Figure 3b, c, e and f) and rod-like structures without obvious connection to porphyrin. One V-shaped structure in the STM images can be attributed to the product of the divergent cross-coupling reaction involving one Br-TPyP and two ICBP molecules and the rod-like structures can be considered to be intact ICBP molecules attached to the porphyrin via a two-fold isocyano-Cu-pyridyl bond, three-fold (isocyano)-Cu-pyridyl bond or isocyano-Cu-imine bond. Consistent with this interpretation, none of these structures formed in the absence of exogenous Cu atoms. Moreover, we carried out density functional theory (DFT) calculation and STM simulation based on the proposed structures, which agreed with the corresponding experimental STM images (see Figure S1 in Supporting Information).

Statistical analysis of the saddle-shaped structure in the oligomer core revealed four major classes of oligomers (Figure 3d). The most abundant was monomer with a core consisting of one porphyrin, followed by dimer with a core of two porphyrins. The tetramer with a core of four porphyrins was more abundant than the trimer. Altogether these four oligomers accounted for approximately 93% of all observed oligomers. However, the abundance of divergent cross-coupling products was only 34% (see Figure S2 in Supporting Information).
Information), probably because of steric hindrance resulting from the pyridyl-Cu-ICBP coordination.

To clarify the driving force for the decomposition of metal-coordinated SPs, some control experiments were performed. When Pd but without ICBP was introduced onto the surface containing the Cu-coordinated SPs, the ladder-shaped structure is intact even after annealing to 425 K (see Figure S3 in Supporting Information). In contrast, depositing ICBP but without Pd led to the decomposition of ladder-shaped structure of SPs (see Figure S4 in Supporting Information). The results demonstrated that ICBP induced the decomposition of Cu-coordinated SPs, rather than Pd. Furthermore, DFT calculations showed that the reaction energy of pyridyl-Cu-isocyano coordination was 0.41 eV lower than that of pyridyl-Cu-pyridyl coordination (see Figure S5 in Supporting Information). Therefore, the conversion of pyridyl-Cu-pyridyl into pyridyl-Cu-isocyano is thermodynamically favorable, which would explain the observed disassembly of metal-coordinated SPs.

To avoid interference of Cu in the divergent cross-coupling reaction, we tried to prepare SPs self-assembled by weaker interactions, such as hydrogen bonds or van der Waals interactions, in the absence of Cu. A submonolayer of Br-TPyP molecules was prepared via evaporation onto Au(111) substrate held at room temperature, and double-stranded SPs formed through self-assembly (Figure 4a). The SPs aligned at \( \approx \pm 15^\circ \) along [112] or equivalent orientations on Au(111), and intact bromo-substituents were visible along both sides. Careful inspection revealed that the self-assembled SPs were chiral structures including two homochiral chains, a clockwise (CW) chiral SP and counterclockwise (CCW) chiral SP. The enantiomeric SPs from Br-TPyP were identified based on the arrangement of four adjacent porphyrin unit cells (Figure 4d and f), each measuring \( a = 1.46 \pm 0.03 \text{ nm}, b = 1.90 \pm 0.03 \text{ nm}, \) and \( \theta = 120 \pm 3^\circ \). High-resolution STM images of the chiral SPs showed that two Br-TPyP molecules staggered to form a dimer with planar chirality, and the type of staggering determined the chirality. A dimer unit was stabilized by lateral intermolecular C–H···N interactions along the short axis (black arrow in Figure 4d and f), and the dimer units arranged into a double strand via vertical intermolecular interactions, such as hydrogen bonds or van der Waals interactions.\(^{[14]}\)

After formation of the enantiomeric SPs on the Au(111) surface, excess ICBP molecules and Pd atoms (\( \approx 0.1 \text{ ML} \)) were deposited onto the surface at room temperature, which

Figure 3. The reaction of metal-coordinated SPs with ICBP on Au(111) in the presence of Pd. a) STM image of metal-coordinated SPs after the reaction with ICBP at 425 K. b, c, e and f) Close-up STM images of four representative oligomers: monomer (b), consisting of one porphyrin moiety; dimer (c), consisting of two porphyrin moieties; trimer (e), consisting of three porphyrin moieties; tetramer (f), consisting of four porphyrin moieties. d) Statistical abundance of four representative oligomers. Scale bars: a) 10 nm. b, c, e and f) 0.5 nm. Tunneling parameters: a, f) \( U = -1.90 \text{ V}, I = 0.08 \text{ nA} \). b) \( U = -1.85 \text{ V}, I = 0.09 \text{ nA} \). c) \( U = -1.90 \text{ V}, I = 0.07 \text{ nA} \). e) \( U = -1.85 \text{ V}, I = 0.14 \text{ nA} \).
was then annealed at 425 K for 30 min. STM images showed the divergent cross-coupling reaction occurred and the functionalized SPs arranged along the [112] or equivalent orientations. The porphyrin unit cell parameters were 
\[ a = 1.46 \pm 0.03 \text{ nm}, \quad b = 1.67 \pm 0.03 \text{ nm}, \quad \theta = 84 \pm 3^\circ \] (Figure 4e and g). Two sides of the functionalized SPs showed V-shaped branches originating from two ICBP precursors. Functionalized products resulting from divergent cross-coupling of Br-TPyP with two ICBPs accounted for up to 85% of observed products (Figure 4c), demonstrating that this coupling allows efficient post-functionalization of self-assembled SPs.

Image analysis of the functionalized products from the preformed chiral SPs demonstrated that the planar chirality of the two unfunctionalized enantiomers, chiral CW-SP and chiral CCW-SP, inverted after the divergent cross-coupling reaction, due to rotation of the monomers (Figure 4d–g). Much more important, all the chiral CCW-SP backbones had attached with R-enantiomers on both edges to afford (CCW,R)-SP products (Figure 4e), with no S-enantiomers observed in the chains. Moreover, in the enantiomeric product (CW,S)-SPs, only S-enantiomers were observed on both edges (Figure 4g). These surprising results indicated that the chiral-assembly of SPs might induce enantioselective divergent cross-coupling reaction.

Another post-assembly pathway was possible: first, the preformed SPs decomposed, then the resulting monomers underwent nonselective divergent cross-coupling reaction with ICBP to generate (R)- and (S)-monomer products. Finally, the two enantiomers selectively self-assembled into functionalized (CCW,R)-SPs or (CW,S)-SPs. For the self-assembly of the (R)- and (S)-monomer product, 16 possible homochiral dimer structures were envisaged, all stabilized by weak interactions involving pyridyl groups, such as hydrogen bonding or van der Waals interactions (see Figure S6 and S7 in Supporting Information). Due to symmetry matching, only the following four dimers should self-assemble into double-strand SPs: (CCW,R)-SP, (CW,R)-SP, (CW,S)-SP and (CCW,S)-SP (see Figure S8 in Supporting Information). DFT calculations predicted that the diastereoisomers (CCW,R)-SP and (CW,R)-SP could self-assemble from (R)-monomer product, and that their total energies were very similar to each other, with a difference of only 0.24 eV between the energies of the two unit cells (see Figure S9 in Supporting Information).

During experiments, only (CCW,R)-SPs and (CW,S)-SPs were observed but not (CCW,S)-SPs or (CW,R)-SPs. These results argue against a post-assembly pathway involving SP decomposition followed by nonselective divergent cross-
coupling. Instead, the experimental results favour an enantioselective reaction pathway induced by chiral assembly.

To clarify the driving force responsible for the enantioselective transformation of preformed chiral SPs into functionalized SPs, we conducted DFT calculations to compare the energies of the intermediate \( A \) after the first addition of ICBP and the intermediate \( A' \) after rotation of \( \approx 30^\circ \) (Figure 5), according to the mechanism of divergent cross-coupling reaction. The calculations predicted that the intermediate \( A' \) was more stable than the intermediate \( A \), and that the stabilization energy of each unit cell was 0.37 eV (see Figure S10 in Supporting Information), indicating the rotation of intermediate \( A \) to form intermediate \( A' \) is the thermodynamically favorable pathway. In particular, in the second addition of ICBP to the intermediate \( A' \), the direction of attack leading to the \( S \)-enantiomer (red solid arrow in Figure 5) is prohibited due to steric hindrance, resulting in only formation of the \( R \)-enantiomer (green solid arrow in Figure 5). This would explain the enantioselectivity of the divergent cross-coupling reaction of Br-TPyP with two ICBPs and the planar chirality of SPs is crucial to induce the enantioselectivity. It is noteworthy that this chiral assembly-induced divergent cross-coupling reaction itself is enantioselective, rather than the transfer of the chiral arrangement from the assembled molecules to covalently connected products in previous reports.\[15\]

**Conclusion**

We have developed the first on-surface post-functionalization of metal-coordinated or self-assembled SPs derived from the same precursor Br-TPyP. Ladder-shaped, metal-coordinated SPs undergo on-surface Heck reaction with VBP to form functionalized SPs with excellent selectivity of cross-coupling, without obvious formation of homo-coupling products. However, the on-surface reaction of Br-TPyP with ICBP leads to the depolymerization of the metal-coordinated SPs to form porphyrin oligomers surrounded by coordinated ICBP molecules, because of the stronger coordination ability of ICBP with Cu in comparison with Br-TPyP. In the absence of Cu, the precursor Br-TPyP forms chiral SPs via self-assembly, which readily undergo on-surface enantioselective divergent cross-coupling with ICBP to afford functionalized homochiral SPs.
SPs. DFT calculations suggest that the enantioselectivity originates from the chirality of self-assembly in the preformed SPs. The key to achieve the post-functionalization of SPs is the suitable cross-coupling reaction with high reactivity and selectivity. Moreover, the careful selection of SPs and reactants in the post-functionalization is essential to avoid their incompatibility. Our protocol of post-functionalization on surfaces would provide the possibility to broaden concept of on-surface chemistry in constructing novel molecular structures, and the striking discovery that chiral self-assembly can lead to enantioselective reaction may help guide the challenging exploration of on-surface enantioselective reactions.
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